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could be operated in either direction from either end and the
entire weight of the car was available for traction. Motors
were operated in both directions, at first with laminated brushes
fixed at an angle and later with radial solid metallic brushes.
The success of this road at Richmond, in the face of many re-
verses and new engineering problems which had to be overcome,
I | |p!	was probably largely due to the fact that Mr. Sprague was the
I	first man with a competent education to enter the field.   With
I1	j||	this technical training together with his familiarity with the fail-
• ures °"^ °^er experiments and the development of the stationary
motor with which he was closely allied, he was able to solve the
many difficult problems which arose and place this road on a
practical operating basis.
From this date electric traction became firmly seated and its
future development was rapid, the natural tendency being to-
ward heavier equipment. After investigation of the Richmond
system the West End Railway of Boston soon adopted electric
traction. In 1890 the South London road was equipped with
electric locomotives and 3 years later the Liverpool overhead
electric railway was put in operation. Third rail trains of four
motor cars, equipped with hand control, hauling three trail cars,
were used at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893 and in 1896 the
Nantasket branch of the New York and New Haven Railway
was electrified. September of the same year saw the Lake
Street Elevated of Chicago begin electrical operation and 2
months later electric service was begun on the Brooklyn Bridge.
Since it is impossible further to list the new electric roads
coming into existence the following table will be of value in point-
ing out the remarkable growth of the electric railway in the
United States.

The most important changes in motor design that came with
this progressive movement of the electric railway were the eia*
closing of the frame to protect the motor from the weather, the
replacing of cast iron by steel, the change from two to four poles,
the use of form wound coils and carbon brushes and the return to
the old single gear reduction between motor and axle. Tto
control system of 1892 made use of the combined resistance and
series parallel connection, which is recognized as good practice
to-day, while the introduction of the blow out magnet was a lon§ 1
step forward in controller design.	.,. j:'h:§ti
The more recent developments in electric traction compi^i 1

